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The Flood Monitoring System by L.B. Foster
is one of the most innovative detection
solutions available currently, and delivers on
unique features and benefits that other flood
or water level detection systems cannot
match.
Floods, high winds and landslips can destroy
railway infrastructure and block lines, so
operation teams repair damage and clear
debris to ensure trains can continue to run.

FEATURES OVERVIEW

Key Features
> Flood warning of flood risk (water zero
sensor) is emailed to nominated group
with photos
> Flood alarm of water level (level sensor) is
emailed to nominated group with photos
> The flood alarm point is typically a 10
inches* above the zero warning point. The
zero warning point is typically the base* of
the sleeper (*customer specified).
> Simple maintenance of the system can be
combined with routine track maintenance.
> Condition status alert email if no
communications with poles or base station
> Long life alkaline batteries can be
air-shipped
> Remote web access to base station for
software upgrades
> Base station is optimized for low power
consumption

Benefits
> 36 inches of continuous depth
measurement

> Greatly reduced risk of a flood-related
train derailment

> The system also detects receding water
levels

> Forewarning of a potential flood event

> CCTV camera emails photos of poles/area
upon flood warning and flood alarm

> Less need for mobile inspection teams
during heavy rainfall

>

CCTV camera streams video of poles/
area, via web customer interface, client
application (free issue) or smartphone app,
for up to an hour, upon a flood alarm

> Remote web access for software updates
and analysis
> The solar-powered base station enables
the system to be used in remote sites
> Heavy rain doesn’t cause warnings or
alarms
> Poles have a long-lasting ceramic
nano-coating to repel dust
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> Confidently run trains during rain events

> View flood effects via CCTV to minimise
site visits
> Self-powered system for remote installs

Competitors
Competitor’s systems are based on
mechanisms that rely on floats, pressure,
and even radar. Most are known to clog-up
before and during a flood event; thus making
them less reliable and requiring more
maintenance. Indeed, most don’t even have
remote monitoring as standard, let alone
provide solar power and a remote controlled
CCTV camera.
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Flood water in particular can pose problems
on the railway. Water blocking the lines, as
well as debris, silt and mud making its way
onto the track, are only part of it. The lasting
damage that flood water can cause to
infrastructure can lead to ongoing repair
work that takes days, weeks or even months.

Warning
Sign
Cloud Server and
Customer Interface

L.B. Foster’s Flood Monitoring System is
significantly different to other solutions
currently available delivering accurate depth
monitoring and early warning comms.

Base Station
CCTV Camera

The detection component of the solution is a
flood detector pole. The flood poles contain
sophisticated electronics that use
capacitance sensor technology to detect if
water is present and at what depth.
Affixed to the utility pole are the base
station, optional CCTV camera, and an
optional solar panel. The base station and
camera are powered by solar energy with a
12 volt storage battery. The camera can view
the site using these options: 360°, tilt, zoom,
and wide-angle. The base station
communicates with all the poles using line of
sight radio; and communicates with the
cloud server and customer interface via the
cellular phone network.
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Fig 1: Main units of a flood monitoring system

SYSTEM OPERATION
The Flood Monitoring System, alerts,
warnings, and alarms operate as follows:
> There are two flood sensors on the inline
flood pole: Flood Water Warning and Flood
Water Alarm. In a Warning or Alarm mode,
the camera is activated for one hour to
allow one user to view the site via the CCTV
Camera, using a web browser, client
application (free issue) or smart phone
application.

> If the water level reaches the Flood
Water Alarm Point on the main flood
sensor, the system will send a Flood
Water Alarm to the nominated operation
staff member by email . This will include
photos of the pole that initiated the
alarm.

> The operational status of the Flood
Monitoring System is monitored by the
cloud server. If it does not receive adequate
pole data or communications from the
base station, approximately every hour, it
will send a Condition Status Alert to the
nominated operation staff member by
email.

> If water is detected at the Flood Water
Warning Point (Zero on the pole), the
system will send a Flood Water Warning to
the nominated operation staff member by
email. This will include photos of the pole
that initiated the warning. This warning will
enable the main flood sensor.
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INLINE FLOOD POLES
Inline flood poles are non metal tubes of sophisticated electronics with a visual depth gauge
along the side. The poles are powered by long life alkaline batteries, which are safe to ship by
air. They are placed at strategic locations in the dry flood plain. A non-metallic sign can be
installed on the wood support post.
Inside the inline flood pole are housed the: radio antenna, electronics system, water level
sensors, and battery. The nominal Ø 4.5 inch (115 mm) pole is 5ft long. The quantity and layout
are determined to suit the: topography, site characteristics, expected water levels, ground
level and stability.
Each inline flood pole is clamped to a wood support post of 6 inches square (150 mm). The
wood support posts must be installed into track ballast or dry ground, with a suitable
foundation such as concrete.

Fig 2: Zero, warning and alarm points

Inline Flood Poles send their status, alerts, warnings, and alarms to the Base Station via the
915MHz radio channel.
The inline flood pole has two flood sensors. The Flood Water Warning Point detects if there is
water at Zero on the pole. The Flood Water Alarm Point detects the water level as it rises up
the pole. The water detection accuracy is up to +/- 3 inches (75mm).

Inline flood pole
with visual
depth gauge
Support
bracket

If water is detected at the Flood Water Warning Point (Zero on the pole), the system will send a
Flood Water Warning to the nominated email(s). This will include photos of the pole that
initiated the warning. This warning will enable the Flood Water Alarm.
If the water level reaches the Flood Water Alarm Point (preset at inches above Zero), the
system will send a Flood Water Alarm to the nominated email(s). This includes photos of the
pole that initiated the alarm.
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Fig 3: Inline flood pole and post

CUSTOMER INTERFACE
The Customer Interface enables designated
administrators to access flood monitoring
system camera views using a web browser,
client application (free issue) or smart phone
application for one hour while the system is
in an alarm state.
Total Track Monitoring TM by L.B. Foster
features sophisticated data management
software. Event data resulting from the
avalanche is captured, stored and analyzed,
providing detailed intelligence on event
regularity and severity. This allows railroad
operators to build a detailed event profile
and identify actions to prevent or offset
future events.
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